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The effects of anthropogenic climate change on biodiversity at global and local 11 

scales and the implications for human populations are not yet fully known or 12 

appreciated
1
 . Action in the face of these changes demands that we identify management 13 

needs and priorities for natural resources and conservation
2
. Here we use the velocity of 14 

climate change
3,4

 to derive trajectories for climatic niches. The collective properties of 15 

trajectories are used to classify areas with different expectations for how biodiversity 16 

might be reorganised. Using recent temperature trends from 1960 to 2009
4
, and from 17 

climate model projections to 2100, we define and map areas with distinct fates for 18 

biodiversity on land and in the ocean. Coastlines act as barriers and locally cooler areas 19 

act as attractors, influencing the flow of trajectories and creating distinct climate source 20 

and sink areas. Source areas indicate where departing climate migrants may not be 21 

replaced and biodiversity may decline; sources comprise 17% of land and 16% of the 22 

ocean. Sink areas, prevalent on coasts and high ground, show where incoming climate 23 

migrants cannot persist, and comprise 1.0% of oceans and 3.6% of land area. Despite 24 

their small extent, sinks account for losses of local thermal environments from 5.4% of 25 

ocean area and from 12.0% of land area. Areas of convergence, divergence and 26 

corridors of trajectories suggest net gains, losses and channels for climate migrants 27 

respectively. Our analyses deliver global and regional maps of the expected 28 

redistribution of biodiversity and indicate where directed conservation actions, such as 29 

translocations, may alleviate the likely loss of species and diversity.  30 

By reorganizing natural systems5, climate change is poised to be one of the greatest 31 

threats to biodiversity of this century6, compromising the integrity, goods and services of key 32 

living systems1. There is an urgent need for clear guidance on where and how fast 33 
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biodiversity is most likely to be affected by climate change so that management plans can 34 

accommodate expected consequences. However, models that include ecological complexity 35 

in predicting responses to climate have a high degree of uncertainty7, constraining their 36 

application to decision making. A solution is to develop simple generic 'rules of thumb' that 37 

provide rapid assessment of potential climate-change impacts broadly across taxa and 38 

ecosystems. One such metric, the velocity of climate change3,4 describing the speed and 39 

direction of shifting climate contours, gives a spatially explicit representation of how climate 40 

shifts across the Earth’s surface, and how populations of organisms would have to move in 41 

order to track the location of their thermal niches3,7. The magnitude of this velocity is given 42 

by the temporal trend divided by the spatial gradient in the climate variable, such as 43 

temperature3 or precipitation7,8. Land and seascapes have different patterns of climate 44 

velocity4, and consequential residence times of climate, giving different potential impacts of 45 

climate change on biodiversity, and different priorities for conservation action2.  46 

Here, trajectories produced from velocity indicate regions of the world that may be most 47 

vulnerable to biodiversity loss with climate change, and highlight areas where conservation 48 

actions may have greatest benefits We visualize climate trajectories as paths that points on an 49 

isotherm will travel over specific periods (Fig. 1, see Methods for details). Long trajectories 50 

reflect a high velocity and large movement of thermal niches in space. Globally (Fig. 2, 3) we 51 

identify the consequences of climate velocity for species’ persistence and range shifts by 52 

highlighting effects of geographical barriers such as coasts and mountains, and integrating 53 

spatially variable speeds and directions of climate velocity along likely pathways. Velocity 54 

fields4 were derived on a 1º geographic resolution for the period 1960-2009 for land and 55 

ocean surface temperatures. Our choice of scale represents a compromise between more 56 

robust inference at a global scale and potentially important local detail, such as thermal 57 

minima on mountain tops or sharp gradients like ocean fronts not resolved here9.  58 

Collective trajectory behaviour indicate different patterns of isotherm shifts, suggesting 59 

climate sinks, sources, corridors, areas of convergence and divergence, and slow-moving 60 

areas (Fig. 1a). We used trajectory length and the percentages of trajectories starting, ending 61 

and passing through cells to categorize these types (Fig. 1b). Short trajectories indicated non- 62 

or slow-moving areas. Cells were classed as relative sinks if a high proportion of trajectories 63 

terminated in them. Absolute sinks were also distinguished: coastal sinks where trajectories 64 

were blocked by coasts, and internal sinks where velocities in neighbouring cells converged. 65 

Cells were classed as sources if no trajectories ended in them. Cells with a high proportion of 66 
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trajectories passing through were classed as corridors. Divergence cells were identified as 67 

those where fewer trajectories ended than started in that cell, and convergence cells if the 68 

opposite were true.  Each of these features have different biodiversity implications.  69 

Biodiversity in source areas may decline, since climate migrants leaving are not replaced: 70 

sources lack connections to environments from which new migrants may arrive. Converging 71 

temperature isotherms in relative sinks may concentrate climate migrants, increasing local 72 

diversity, while absolute sinks represent climatic dead-ends where species have nowhere to 73 

go to avoid warming, creating potential for high local extinction rates. Finally, large numbers 74 

of trajectories traversing a limited pathway suggest important corridors for climate migrants.  75 

Proportional areas of temperature sources and sinks are similar for land and sea at a 76 

global scale (sources: land 17.4%, ocean 15.9%; sinks: land 3.6%, ocean 1.0%), but the 77 

latitudinal pattern differs (Fig. 2). On land, source areas are dispersed among all latitudes 78 

(Fig. 2d), but at the ocean surface, source areas are concentrated within 10º latitude of the 79 

Equator (Fig. 2f). Topographic complexity on land generates more local warm and cold areas 80 

that act as source and sink areas than in the ocean. Importantly, 12.0% of land trajectories and 81 

5.4% of ocean trajectories end in barrier or internal sinks, representing the proportion of 82 

‘lost’ thermal environments from 1960 to 2009 (land: 6.1% ending in coastal sinks, 5.9% in 83 

internal sinks; ocean: 5.0% in coastal sinks, 0.4% in internal sinks).  84 

In the ocean, sources form off poleward coasts of land masses where trajectories move 85 

away, such as the North African coast, and coastal sinks where equatorward coastlines block 86 

trajectories, as in southern France (Fig. 2a). The opposite would be expected on land: sources 87 

on equatorward coastlines and sinks along poleward coastlines. However, cooler, higher 88 

regions of continents, such as mountain ranges in Europe, ‘attract’ trajectories towards the 89 

interior, disrupting the otherwise-poleward direction of trajectories (Fig. 1b) and producing 90 

internal sinks at greater elevations (Fig 2b).  Elevated land is also more likely to comprise 91 

non- or slow-moving areas.  Corridors are evident in areas of convergent trajectories and high 92 

climate velocities, as in the northern North Sea and in southern Germany (Fig. 2a,b).  93 

Consideration of trajectory behaviour adds to the implications that climate velocity 94 

patterns already have for conservation goal-setting2. Low-velocity areas can act as refuges 95 

from climate change7, dependent on magnitude and latitude of change10, and as genetic and 96 

evolutionary refugia11 with high levels of endemism12 and therefore are good places to 97 

protect existing biodiversity and maintain or restore past ecological conditions3. Restoration 98 
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of past conditions in rapidly changing thermal environments may not be possible13 and hence 99 

protected area networks may require supplemental strategies for effective conservation.  The 100 

non-replacement of climate migrants in thermal source regions, where the local climate 101 

departs from historical conditions of that and surrounding areas, may result in net losses of 102 

indigenous biodiversity, and facilitate the establishment of new species into the abandoned 103 

niches14.  An example of this may be in the Mediterranean Sea, where construction of the 104 

Suez Canal has allowed a major poleward expansion of the tropical Indian Ocean biota from 105 

the eastern basin15.  Here, with restoration unlikely, conservation management will need to 106 

focus on protecting species that are climate tolerant, with greater plasticity or evolutionary 107 

potential.  A greater number of climate migrants in convergent areas, corridors and sinks 108 

implies that local communities should face the most reshuffling of species and novel 109 

ecological interactions16. In sink areas where climate migrants have nowhere to go, managers 110 

may have to consider translocation from sink to source areas or other places17 and mitigate 111 

local anthropogenic pressures to aid adaptation of incoming migrants as well as resident 112 

species18. Stable ecosystems with low human impacts and functionally similar species would 113 

be good candidate areas for translocations19.  114 

Patterns of climate shifts further undermine conservation actions in sinks and convergent 115 

areas where populations meet by compromising genetic diversity through gene swamping20. 116 

In contrast, protected areas along corridors could maintain connectivity and increase adaptive 117 

gene flow among populations21.  Dispersal, gene flow and colonization into newly favourable 118 

habitat may also be aided by transport mechanisms, such as wind or ocean currents, where 119 

the transport flow is aligned with the trajectories, potentially enhancing rates of evolutionary 120 

adaptation22. Spatial and temporal comparison of how these potentially synergistic transport 121 

mechanisms have driven population shifts and genetic structure in the past should give 122 

insight into their importance relative to changes in temperature and should be an important 123 

area for future research.  124 

We projected future climate trajectories for sea surface temperature from global climate 125 

models for 2006-2100 to further explore potential shifts in biodiversity. Projections produced 126 

globally similar patterns of shifting climates to those seen for 1960-2009. Sources were 127 

indicated at thermal maxima around the equator (Fig. 3A, 3C). Greater warming in the 128 

RCP8.5 scenario23 (1.14°C increase in annual average SST for 2080-2099 over 1960-2009) 129 

resulted in longer trajectories than the RCP4.5 scenario (0.55°C increase) and a doubling in 130 

size of areas identified as sources (RCP8.5, 27.4% of scenario cells as sources vs 15.6% for 131 
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RCP4.5).  Local-scale patterns were also similar (Fig. 3B, 3D), since thermal gradients that 132 

determine trajectory direction are reproduced in the climate models.  133 

While the distributions of many species have not kept pace with velocity-derived rates of 134 

shifting thermal conditions on land24 and in the ocean25, thermal change remains the primary 135 

global predictor for shifts in distributions. The approach developed here to quantify and map 136 

such patterns offers a rapid global method for identifying conservation needs and 137 

opportunities and management actions with high temporal and spatial resolution, and can be 138 

extended to other climate variables. The congruency in patterns of future projections with 139 

past reconstructions suggests that management actions for conserving biodiversity that are 140 

informed by current climate trajectories could remain effective into the future, and that the 141 

relative extent of source and sink areas depends on the rate of warming, with intense 142 

warming resulting in larger source areas.  Biodiversity losses from both source and sink areas 143 

are expected to accelerate with climate change, suggesting that impacts derived from losses 144 

of ecosystem services may be greatest in these areas as climate change intensifies. 145 

Methods 146 

Data sets and calculation of velocity 147 

Velocity fields were derived for the period 1960-2009 for the ocean using the Hadley Centre 148 

sea surface temperature dataset HadISST v1.1 and for land with the Climate Research Unit 149 

CRU TS3.14.  Velocity was calculated for 1-degree grid cells by dividing the local 50-year 150 

trend in temperature (from linear regression) in °C/yr by the spatial gradient in °C/km, and 151 

angles were derived from the direction of the spatial gradient3.  We also calculated velocity 152 

fields for sea surface temperature from global climate model projections for 2006-2100.  The 153 

projections comprised ensemble-average data from CMIP5 experiments23 RCP4.5 and 154 

RCP8.5, scenarios with approximate radiative forcing of 4.5 and 8.5Wm-2 (data courtesy of 155 

William Skirving), projected onto the same 1-degree grid coordinates as the HadISST data. 156 

Long-term trends and averages for each 1-degree cell were calculated for the 95 years of 157 

scenario data, and used to calculate velocity in the same way as for HadISST data. 158 

Calculating trajectories 159 

We produced trajectories of climate for 1960-2009, and for a 50-year period based on trends 160 

and patterns from global climate models for the period from 2006 to 2100, by forward 161 

iteration of climate locations through velocity fields with speed V and direction θ. 162 

Displacement at each time step was determined from local grid-cell speed and direction to 163 
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give shifts in km in x- and y-directions (∆x = Vsin(θ) and ∆y = Vcos(θ) ). The proposed new 164 

grid location was then converted back to latitude and longitude (Longitude + 165 

∆x/111.325*cos(latitude), and Latitude+∆y/111.325).  A short time interval (0.1 year) was 166 

used to ensure that displacements did not span more than one grid cell.  This occurred only 167 

where velocity values exceeded 1000km/yr, 50 of 16752 grid cells on land (0.3%) and 451 of 168 

42974 cells (1.04%) in the ocean, and in these cases displacements were limited to 1° latitude 169 

or longitude.  If new locations fell on land or ocean, such that a coastal barrier or pole was 170 

not encountered, then that location became the starting point for the next calculation.  If the 171 

proposed location were beyond a land- or sea-barrier, a search began for the immediate non-172 

diagonal neighbour cell in the same medium: with the lowest temperature if velocity was 173 

positive or highest temperature if velocity was negative.  If a cooler or warmer cell was found 174 

then the trajectory was moved along in the direction to that cell (φ) at a speed given by 175 

(V/cos(φ – θ)), and limited to a maximum displacement of 1 degree of latitude or longitude.  176 

If the search was not successful, such that the focal cell was the warmest or coolest in its 177 

local neighborhood, or the trajectory went beyond either pole, then the trajectory was halted 178 

and the cell was designated as a coastal sink. This approach allowed trajectories to flow 179 

realistically along coastlines and around islands.     180 

Collective behaviour of trajectories 181 

The collective grid-scale behaviour of trajectories was investigated by starting 100 182 

trajectories at 0.1° intervals in each grid cell across the globe, separately for the land and 183 

ocean velocity fields, and projecting locations forwards for 50 years at 0.1-year intervals. Our 184 

trajectory classification followed three hierarchical sequential steps: 185 

1. We identify first areas dominated by a slow or non-moving climate containing cells 186 

where the mean length of velocity trajectories over a 50-year simulation period (Lt) spanned 187 

less than the approximate dimensions of a single cell (Lt<100 km). The boundary limit 188 

between non- and slow-moving was set at Lt<20 km (i.e. <4 km/decade). 189 

2. The second stage involved the identification of coastal and internal sinks. Coastal 190 

sinks captured the potential ‘cul de sac’ effect imposed by continental margins to climate 191 

migrants where climate trajectories hit the land (or the ocean for terrestrial trajectories) and 192 

no cooler/warmer neighbouring cells are available to move to under a warming/cooling 193 

climate. We defined internal climate sinks based on trajectory velocity angles as areas where 194 

thermal gradients in neighbouring cells converge towards their central point of intersection.  195 
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3. The remaining cells were finally classified by reference to the total number of 196 

trajectories per cell based on the proportions of three variables: the number of trajectories 197 

starting from (Nst), ending in (Nend), and flowing through (NFT) a cell during the period. 198 

Whereas the number of trajectories starting is a cell constant for a given trajectory resolution 199 

(100 starting trajectories for a 0.1˚ resolution), its proportion changes in relation to the other 200 

two variables and, together with that of trajectories ending in a cell, indicates the degree to 201 

which an area releases/receives climates shifting to/from other areas. Similarly, the 202 

proportion of trajectories flowing through a cell gives an index of the flux of climate 203 

conditions through that cell. Based on the relative magnitude of these three variables, we 204 

subsequently described collective trajectory cell behaviour by dividing the ‘trajectory space’ 205 

into five classes using a ternary plot (Fig. 1b): sources where no trajectories ended in a cell 206 

(%Nend = 0), relative sinks when the relative number of trajectories ending in a cell was high 207 

and the proportion of starting trajectories was low (%Nend >45%, %Nst<15%), and corridors 208 

as cells with a high proportion of trajectories passing through (%NFT >70%, %Nend >0). 209 

Finally, divergence and convergence cells were identified respectively as those where 210 

fewer/more trajectories ended than started in that cell.  211 

 212 
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 323 

Figure 1 | Climate-change features in Australia emerging from the properties of climate 324 

velocity trajectories, singly and collectively. Trajectories show predicted 50-year shifts for 325 

1960-2009 based on isotherm velocity. (a) Features described by trajectory properties, 326 

implications for climate migrants, and typical locations and physical characteristics. Likely 327 

implications for biodiversity loss or change are shown as symbols. (b) Hierarchical sequential 328 

classification of climate change features based on length of trajectories (Step 1), geographical 329 

features (Step 2) and the relative abundance of trajectories ending in, starting from and 330 

flowing through each cell (Step 3).331 
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  332 

Figure 2 | Regional and global patterns of climate velocity trajectory classes for land 333 

and sea surface temperatures. We show (a, b) 50-year trajectories of climates (1960-2009) 334 

for Europe for 1° grid cells, overlaid on climate trajectory classes for (a) land and (b) ocean, 335 

and (c, e) global patterns of climate trajectory classes on land and in the ocean, and (d, f) 336 

proportional areas by latitude.  337 

 338 
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 339 

Figure 3 | Global and regional patterns of 50-year climate trajectory classes based on 340 

trends from ensembles of global climate models for 2006-2100.  We present classes for 341 

two CMIP5 scenarios: (a, b) the 4.5Wm-2 (RCP4.5) scenario and (c, d) the 8.5Wm-2 (RCP8.5) 342 

scenario, derived from temperature trends and spatial patterns in temperature in ensemble-343 

averaged data from CMIP5 global climate models.   344 
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